Characters D6 / Imperial combat driver
Type: Imperial combat driver
Dexterity: 2D
Blaster: 4D
Dodge: 4D
Vehicle Blasters: 5D
Knowledge: 2D
Planetary Systems: 3D
Perception: 2D
Search: 4D
Strength: 2D+2
Brawling: 3D+2
Stamina: 3D+2
Mechanical: 2D
Ground Vehicle Operation: 5D
Repulsorlift Operation: 5D
Walker Operation: 5D
Technical: 2D
Ground Vehicle Repair: 3D
Repulsorlift Repair: 3D
Walker Repair: 3D
Move: 10
Equipment:E-11 Blaster Riflel 5D, Imperial Combat Armor Cuirass(Head, Body + Arms (+2D Physical,
+1D Energy) Legs (+2 Physical, +1 Energy), -1 Move)
Description: Imperial combat drivers were the elite ground-vehicle pilots of the Galactic Empire's Army.
Combat drivers were trained to handle everything in the Imperial ground arsenal, including 614-AvA
speeder bikes, Imperial Troop Transports, and various type of walkers like the All Terrain Defense Pod.
Several assault vehicles used by the Empire boasted a specialized corps of drivers. Such corps included
AT-AT pilots driving All Terrain Armored Transports, tank operators piloting TX-225 GAVw "Occupier"
combat assault tanks, and AT-ST drivers operating All Terrain Scout Transports. However, members of
all corps were qualified to operate All Terrain Armored Cargo Transports, since they were not technically
designated battlefield assault vehicles. Despite this, they still had a specialised driver group. AT-AT pilots
saw themselves as the elite among the elite.
The generic armor worn by the Empire's combat drivers consisted of a jumpsuit, a cuirass, shoulder- and
lower leg-armor, gauntlet-style gloves, and a domed helmet whose faceplate resembled that of Imperial
cadets. That combat uniform gave the combat drivers an imposing countenance, and came in two
different color schemes. The one worn by the Troop Transports drivers featured a black jumpsuit and

field grey armor parts and helmet, while the one worn by AT-DP and speeder bike drivers had a light grey
jumpsuit, field grey body armor, and a light grey helmet. In combat, they used a E-11 blaster rifle.
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